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SMSC CLUB S&T MEETING

The next meeting will be on Sunday,

2 February at
6:30pm at Wests Ashfield, 115 Liverpool
Road, Ashfield, unless otherwise notified.

Members and visitors are welcome and are encouraged to bring
projects for discussion.

**************************************************

ENDEAVOUR GROUP S&T MEETING
The next Endeavour Group meeting of SMSC will be hosted by
Janos Nemeth at 19 Short Road, Riverwood

on Saturday, 7th March from 10am to 12 noon

Members and visitors are welcome and are encouraged to bring
projects for discussion
After the S&T, Janos will show us his extensive workshop, if
you’ve not yet seen it you will be disappointed if you don’t come.
Janos would also like to dispose of a few unwanted books, tools
and other small stuff. Some of them would be give-aways, some
priced at very friendly prices. There will not be a full list until the
items are put on the tables. There will be a few “Proxxon” tools
on offer, a workshop vacuum, a super vice, “Unimat 1” items, a
proportional divider, as well as small bits, self-made tools (eg.
thickness sander) – and quite a few items from kits (blocks, dead
eyes, etc). He would like to give the Club members an opportunity to collect some good stuff before he lists them on eBay.

The complete CHATTERBOX INDEX is now available at smsc.org.au
Please address all correspondence to SMSC and/or any members of the
Executive Committee to the Secretary at secretary@smsc.org.au
Please forward all mail and contributions to CHATTERBOX to the Editors,
Tom Wolf at tom@aces.net.au or Mike Kelly at mikelly118@gmail.com

NEXT MEETING OF THE SMSC
NORTHERN CHAPTER

Following on from the extremely successful initial meeting, the next
meeting will again be held at the home of Trevor Duxbury at

53 Gordon Ave, Summerland Point,
at 11.30am, Saturday, February 8.

The hosts have kindly agreed to provide a light lunch after the meeting,
and it is expected that both meeting and lunch will conclude by about 2pm.
Members and visitors are invited to bring along projects for discussion.

RSVP to Trevor by email to <t.duxbury@bigpond.com>

CAPTION COMPETITION #1: WINNER

Thanks to all contributors. There were 5 captions that tickled my fancy, all
needed some small editing. They will all feature in Chatterbox at some time.
The winner is Peter Law. Congratulations to Peter for his effort (slightly modified
by me but without changing any of the meaning) .

Why did I pick it over and above some other excellent entries? It picks the moment I call “THE
ZONE” when a modeller is able to exclude all thoughts from his mind and concentrate on the
model. It is the moment I always tell people who say “I wouldn’t have the patience for that”,
that you don’t even realise how patient you are when in THE ZONE!! ...

Tom
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS IN 2020

SMSC MODEL SHIP EXPO ‘20
will be held at the Georges River 16ft
Sailing Club on 29-30 August 2020

This event is open to all members, visitors and other clubs to
exhibit maritime and related models. Start preparing your models to
be ready in time!

INTRODUCTION TO SCALE AND DIORAMA MODELLING:
A presentation at the Erina Library on Friday, 14 February at 10:00am
Members of SMSC are invited to attend and display models and answer questions
from the public. Contact Peter Rea 0438 417 739 or by email <4hresearch@gmail.com>

HERITAGE FAIR at GYMEA TRADIES on Saturday, 2 May
at 10:00am to 4:00pm. Members of SMSC are invited to attend and display
models and answer questions from the public. More details to be advised or contact
Mike Kelly 0438456220 or by email to <mikelly118@gmail.com>

PORT MACQUARIE MODEL BOAT EXPO 2020
The Port Macquarie Model Boat Expo will take place on 11-12 July
at Port Macquarie Panthers. SMSC will have exhibit tables

at this Expo, we will keep you updated with details

SYDNEY SCALE MODEL EXPO 2020
Scale Model Show open to everyone is to be held on Saturday,
5 September at St.Mary’s RSL Club. For more infor-

mation please contact: www.sydneysc alemodelshow.net or
<sydneyscalemodelshow@gmail.com>

CANBERRA EXPO 2020

The Canberra Club has not yet informed us of the date of the 2020 Expo,
but we expect that it will be in mid to late September 2020. We will keep
you updated with details of this event when known. Contact: Peter Hateley 0401 670 829(m) or by email to <hpeter@webone.com.au> or contact
Bob Evans 6226 8957, or by email to <rjeaevans@bigpond.com>.

CLARENDON CLASSIC MACHINERY, TRUCK & HOBBY
SHOW: 19-20 September 2020

If there is a conflict in dates, we encourage all our Members to attend the Canberra
EXPO even if they do not exhibit, however this exhibition a little closer to home at the
Richmond Showground.

HUBERTUS MODEL BOAT SHOW 2020

Our friends at the Hubertus Model Boat Club have invited us to attend their events, we will keep you updated with details of the events
when known.
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Endeavour Group S&T at Georges
Hall, 2nd November 2019

Photos by Tom Wolf, report by Mike Barton
Hosted by Fay and Stan Brown, the meeting was attended by seven members who
displayed their projects.
John Beazley brought along his current model, a picket boat USN-1
from the Civil War era. He was enthused by the prospect of building a
steam boiler as shown in the photos
he brought along.
John sought some assistance from
the other members with the planking
of the hull as the planks for a single
plank model he received in the kit
were very wide and it seemed impossible to shape them neatly over the
bulkheads. He was given three suggestions as to how to solve this problem.
Stan Brown brought along a photo album of their recent overseas trip to the UK, particularly
the visit to Portsmouth for HMS Victory and to Greenwich for Cutty Sark. There was discussion
about the frayed rope (representing a clump of hair) that is held by the figurehead when the
ship is in port. The photo album was looked at by the members over morning tea.
Michael Bennett brought the Sirius base which he has
been refining since everybody last saw it.
His aim is to depict the ship anchored in Sydney Cove
on the day that the First Fleet moved from Botany Bay.
The initial blue chosen for the sea looked too bright
and toylike, so the colour was greyed and darkened to
suggest evening light, which looked far more realistic .
The original colour was built up with successive glazes
made with artists oil colours mixed with a spirit based
varnish. The final coat of clear satin varnish crazed the
underlying layers so they had to be stripped off, taking
the sea back to the original surface.
After a new undercoat of sprayed arylic body putty the
sea was painted using artists acrylic colours, and then
a number of layers of slightly brown tinted Damar gloss varnish to suggest that the water was
shallow and the bottom not that far away.
Damar is a natural resin which cures when it dries, and is not disturbed
by subsequent coats. Final finish was with a satin spirit based artists
varnish. All in all a good lesson learned.
Michael’s ships boats are almost completed and he commented on how
varied their colouring was. Hulls could be white painted or left natural,
the rubbing strakes should be natural timber or painted black, while the
top planks above seat level could be left natural, painted black painted
white or occasionally painted to match the trim colour of the main hullo, Cappings though were almost always simply varnished.
On the basis that there’s no evidence of what the real boats were like,,
the choice has been made to have a white hull, sooty black rubbing
strake and natural planking up to the capping simply because it looked
right
cont. p. 5
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cont. from p.4
Richard Keyes has been working on a model of a Chinese junk at the ANMM . The planks
that came with the kit are extremely brittle and split and splinter. Richard has tried several
methods to bend, cut and trim them without success. As a last resort, Richard may have to
purchase some new planking.
Richard reported that his friend (and our former member) Kevin Hudson is building a Tri-plane
up at Port Macquarie and that, inspired by this, he is also going to start building a model of a
Sopwith Camel.

Dash Hall brought along his model of the Modellers Central Mermaid. At present he has finished the first layer of planking and is
about to start the outer layer.
We haven’t seen it (or its advancement)
for some time, so Mike Barton finally
brought along his Duyfken.
He has deviated from the kit instructions.
Instead of making the cannons and deck
furniture and fastening them in place, he
has painted the light blue area at the upper rear of the hull.
The small segments of red and blue have
also been completed. 1 x 1 mm walnut
was then glued in position over the light
blue area and this produced a neat edge to this painted area.
Tom Wolf brought along his Mamoli model of the
Black Falcon, Captain Kidd’s pirate ship which he
hopes to finish by the end of November so that it can
be sold to benefit the Waverley Mens Shed.
Tom has kept very close to instructions, including
some issues that are clearly wrong.
As for the sails, the sails provided with the kit are so
out-of-place that he feels that only by painting the sails
black and furling them can the model be enhanced.

The discussion had been lively with everybody
being involved and contributing, and then it was
time for refreshments. Fay went out of her way to
provide a fantastic repast which was appreciated
by all.
Before we all went home we had a look around
in Stan’s “Ship Room” where he stores his numerous models.
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Club Meeting S&T on 1 December,
2018 at Wests Ashfield

Photos and report by Mike Kelly
The night was well attended with 12 members and 3 visitors. A new member also
attended and the club extended a warm welcome to Roberto. Tom Wolf chaired the S&T, and
being the Christmas meeting ran it very efficiently in time for members to enjoy dinner at the
club.
First to show was Michael Bennett, who
has reached the stage of his epic build of
“HMS Sirius” when he has to install the ratlines. He has made a jig and the result of
his efforts can be identified from the photos
taken before the installation on to the model at the scale of 1:600.

Not that any commentary is required, the
pictures show how the shrouds and ratlines
are made in readiness for installation.
Using the thread of screws as a guide, Michael threaded to wiring and then glued it
with liquefied “Mozilla” glue.
Michael then demonstrated the jig he made
to create the hand railings for the 1:1200
scale modern ocean liners that he will be returning to make after he finishes Sirius, Michael experimented with different thickness
wiring for the handrails (red/brown thread)
and found the thinner one appropriate.
Once again, the threads of suitable screws
were used to wind the wiring and then glued
with liquefied “Mozilla” glue.

Michael also showed planking he has made
to a scale of 1:1200.

cont. p. 7
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cont. from p. 6
John Beazley’s continuous claim to be only a beginner is rapidly becoming untrue as he
brought along two very good models.
The first was a 1:24 scale model of “USN 1 Picket
Boat” by Model Shipways.
Fore runner to the PT boat it is armed with a deck
mounted Howitzer and basically a bomb on a stick.
The idea was to get close to the enemy drop the bomb
below the water line and detonate via lanyard or pull
line.
Captained by Lt. Cushing this boat helped win the
American Civil War for the North by sinking the Albemarle in 1863. In the attack 13 crew were captured,
two drowned, Cushing and one other escaped.

There is conjecture regarding the way
the bomb was deployed and the colour, consensus is it was a night raider
and the hull was likely to be black, but John wanted to be consistent with his other early 19 th
century models. John says it was a very interesting model to build, a lot of metal parts and
interesting sub-assemblies, well made and supplied with good instructions.

John also showed a 1:50 scale tug boat
“Sanson” model by Artesania Latina.
There was then enough time for a quick
enquiry around the circle of members who
attended but did not bring along any project to discuss to ascertain what projects
were being built by Club members, and
indications are that if those projects are
completed we shall have an excellent display again at next year’s Expo.
Most of those members attending and their visitors then retired to the restaurant to enjoy the
festive season with a dinner.
cont. p. 8
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cont. from p. 7
On a recent trip to the USA, Club President
Harry Goedings picked up an interesting
model of the Brooklyn Bridge. He was interested as this model is made of steel, a medium
he has never worked with in modelling.
The pack consists of a number of steel plates
from which the components of the model, in
this case staunchons, roadways, bases, and
cables etc. of the bridge need to be nipped off
with miniature cutters (Harry uses a Xuron
flush cutter available on Ebay for around
AU$12).
The construction is quite simple in that the individual pieces are joined together using metal lugs
attached to one part, that fit into a recess on the
part to be joined. These are simply bent at a 90
degree angle to secure the parts together. The
individual pieces come away from the sheets with
little metal left if you use the flush cutters deftly
and all excess (if any), can be removed with a
small modellers metal file.
Harry has had a look at ( www.metalearth.com or
www.metalearth.com.au ) and the variety and array of models across a variety of interests is
amazing. For ship builders, the Black Pearl and a
number of other vessels are available in an enhanced ‘ICONX’ premium range that look fantastic and would be a real talking point in any model collection of ships.
The range covers architecture, aviation, vehicles, construction, animals, figures and famous
landmarks and many, many more. They appear to be very reasonably priced as well. Harry
found this kit to be a nice distraction from ship building in timber and it appears it will be a nice
little model on completion.
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OH, WHAT A CLUB!!

Photos and report by Tom Wolf
In the past your Editor has adopted the motto of the Nautical Research and Model
Ship Society of Chicago, namely “A club is a modeller’s most valuable tool”. Our Club
S&T’s and the Endeavour Group S&T’s are great examples of how members can assist each
other with answering questions, advising each other, and yes, constructive criticism where
warranted.
The simple fact is that none of us is infallible and that even an experienced modeller is better
off casting off vanity and asking for assistance when they are out of their depth.
Just before Christmas 2019 I was given (yes, for free!) a built up model of a tugboat that was
damaged and with lots of pieces missing, but well worth repairing. It just so happens that in the
previous 3 months’ S&T’s two members had brought along European tugboats for discussion
and initially I had decided to try my hand at a customised repair to my model on general lines
of tugboats and I started asking if the instructions for those models were available in case I
could draw some inspiration from those other models.

cont. p. 10
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cont. from p. 9
However then it hit me that the model I had been given had some very special features that
were not like just an ordinary harbour tugboat. In particular the bow stood out as being unusual,
more like a tugboat that may need to break ice, so I went onto the internet and looked at images of icebreaking tugboats, and there it was!! My model was the Billings kit of St.Canute
(St.Knud), an icebreaker tugboat built in 1931 at the Frederikshavn Shipyard in Denmark which
plied its trade for many years in the Odense Harbour.
This is of course an obsolete kit and my next problem was how to get the paperwork (instructions,
parts lists, plans etc.) and so out went the cry for
help to the members of SMSC. My email went out
after midnight, and by early morning I had responses
of all sorts from our membership, including a copy of
the original instruction booklet. By the next evening I
had a full scale colour printed copy of the instructions
and other elevation plans delivered to my home.

I was blown away and could not believe the
amount of constructive and resourceful help I
was offered by the SMSC membership, even a
member from Greece has contacted me with details etc. Goes to prove the value of belonging to
a Club!!
There is a lesson to be learned as well. After you
finish your building project, please don't destroy
the instructions etc from your kit, if ever you do
want to dispose of them, the Club will probably
want them for the library (yes, we have one).
I went on to thank all who assisted, and I received this response, which in my view reinforces
every reason why I belong to SMSC:
“This is why we are in a club. To help each other out and to offer support and share
knowledge! It was just repayment to you for all the help I got since I joined.”

Apparently (and I did not know this), until a short time ago, Billings used to provide copies of
the instruction books for their obsolete (out-of-production) model kits. Whilst regrettably Billings
removed the link from their webpage, a supplier of their models still provides the PDF’s, for a
scratch builder, there is enough info there to rebuild the entire ship from scratch!
It will be some time before the restoration starts because there are other uncompleted projects
ahead of it, but I will keep Chatterbox posted with updates.
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WOMEN AND CHILDREN FIRST:
The “Birkenhead Drill”

Report by Tom Wolf
We all think that the command “women and children first” is an age-old established rule of
the sea, but in fact it is a code of conduct dating from 1852, whereby the lives of women and
children were to be saved first in a life-threatening situation, typically abandoning ship, when
survival resources such as lifeboats were limited. However, it has no basis in maritime law and
is now known as the Birkenhead Drill.
HMS Birkenhead, also referred to as HM Troopship
Birkenhead or Steam Frigate Birkenhead was one
of the first iron-hulled ships built for the Royal Navy.
She was designed as a steam frigate, but was converted to a troopship before being commissioned.
She was wrecked on 26 February 1852, while transporting troops 140 kilometres from Cape Town (South
Africa) when she struck an unchartered rock.
Lieutenant-Colonel Seton of the 74th Regiment of
Foot was in charge of the troops en route to fight in
the Eighth Xhosa War, and when the ship struck the
rock Captain Robert Salmond RN (commanding the Birkenhead) ordered Colonel Seton to
send men to the chain pumps; sixty were directed to this task, sixty more were assigned to the
tackles of the lifeboats, and the rest were assembled on the poop deck in order to raise the forward part of the ship.
The women and children were placed in the
ship's cutter, which lay alongside.
Two other large boats (capacity 150 each)
were manned, but one was immediately
swamped and the other could not be launched
due to poor maintenance and paint on the
winches. This left only three smaller boats
available.
Throughout, Colonel Seton took charge of all
military personnel and stressed the necessity
of maintaining order and discipline to his officers.
Ten minutes after the first impact, the engines still turning astern, the ship struck again beneath the engine room, tearing open her bottom. She instantly
broke in two just aft of the mainmast. The funnel went over the
side and the forepart of the ship sank at once. The stern section,
now crowded with men, floated for a few minutes before sinking.
Just before she sank, Captain Salmond called out that "all those
who can swim jump overboard, and make for the boats". Colonel
Seton, however, recognising that rushing the lifeboats would risk
swamping them and endangering the women and children, ordered the men to “stand fast” and the soldiers did not move,
even as the ship broke up. Some of the soldiers managed to
swim the 3.2 km to shore over the next 12 hours, often hanging
on to pieces of the wreck to stay afloat, but most drowned, died
of exposure, or were killed by sharks.
Only 193 of the estimated 643 people on board survived, and
the soldiers' chivalry gave rise to the unofficial "women and children first" protocol when abandoning ship. The command became particularly famous when given 60 years later at the time
of the sinking of the Titanic.
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A TRIP TO THE SMITHSONIAN

On a recent holiday to the U.S. and Canada, John Beazley, whilst in Washington
D.C. took the opportunity to pay a visit to the Smithsonian Museum (there are 17
different museums, galleries and a zoo which collectively are known as the Smithsonian Institution) of equal interest covering topics from Early Indian Culture, American History all the way up to Air and Space. Having limited time he chose to spend the day in
the National Museum of American History and he wasn’t disappointed.
On display were from the Wright Brothers airplane to Amelia Earhart, Charles Lindbergh and
the first Boeing Airplane displays, as well as several full size trains, cars of all types and a fair
smattering of early American memorabilia including the original “Old Glory” the original “Stars
and Stripes” flag with thirteen stars and stripes that flew over Fort McHenry in 1814 during the
War of 1812 against the British that inspired the national anthem “Star Spangled Banner”.
He found it easy to spend the whole day there and thankfully there was also a coffee shop inside that served space food (the real stuff) which enabled John to “take a break”.
John was surprised to see just how much
space was allocated to early American
ships in the “On the Water” exhibit and in
particular how many models and artefacts
were on display, he thought this may be of
some interest to SMSC members and
therefore took a few photos of the displays.
He couldn’t but be amazed at the quality of
the models as the workmanship was amazing.

The displays covered all aspects of shipping history, including the improvements in lifeboats over
the years, and the models which particularly interested John were very varied, but starting at the
early colonial period when the young American colony not only provided Britain with tobacco,
but also provided her with well built ships from timbers that were plentiful in America.
One such exhibit was the Tobacco Ship
“Brilliant” . With three masts and squarerigged sails, she was built in Virginia in
1775 for British owners. Her first and probably only commercial venture from Virginia
took place when it set sail for Liverpool, with
a full hold of tobacco in 1775, but because
of growing hostilities between Britain and
the colonies she eventually came to be purchased by the Royal Navy and converted
into a ship of war for service in the American Revolution as the “HMS Druid”.
In 1779, she became the fire ship Blast but
was sold out of service and served as a
whaler in Greenland where the vessel was
lost in the Arctic in 1798
The model makers left the starboard side of the vessel unplanked to reveal the timbering and
joinery of the hull and to permit a view of the vessel’s living accommodations in the stern and
cargo stowage, complete with tobacco hogsheads.
cont. p. 13
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cont. from p. 12
Another model of a ship built in America in the colonial period is that of the three-masted squarerigged ship "London" was built at New York in
1770 or 1771 for English owners. With so much
good, close-grain wood at hand in the colonies,
colonial shipbuilding prospered, and American
ships sold well overseas. This vessel was known
as a well-built, fast-sailing merchant vessel with
good cargo capacity for its size and in 1776, it was
purchased by the Royal Navy as an armed ship,
renamed the "Grasshopper" and used as a convoy escort protecting groups of British ships.
The first commercially successful steamboat was tested on the Hudson River in
1807. Steamboats were soon introduced
on most navigable rivers. They allowed
commerce and travel both upstream and
down, and encouraged trade by lowering
costs and saving time. By 1830, steamboats dominated American river transportation. The Mississippi River sidewheel
steamboat “J.M. White” was built in 1878
and sat low in the water when fully laden.
The White was one of the largest, most expensive, luxurious, and most powerful river steamers ever built, with a capacity of 250 first-class passengers and 10,000 bales of cotton. She
spent most of her eight-year career in service on the Mississippi River but eventually the rapidly expanding railroad network made the steamboat unprofitable. It caught fire, blew up, and
burned to the waterline in 1886
The exhibit of whaling
ships (and some artefacts) involves 2 models. The model in the
background is that of a
typical Massachusetts
whaleship of the mid19th century, fully
rigged and ready for a
long cruise that might
last for as much as
four years. The ship’s
bottom is lined with
copper sheathing.
The whaleboats are
the most prominent
features of the model,
but also shown over
the side are the cutting
stages, where the whale’s fat, or blubber, was sliced off the body in long strips.
The main feature on the ship’s deck is the try-works, or giant pots set into a brick framework
where the whale’s blubber was boiled down into oil. After the blubber became liquid, it was
drawn off to cool and then poured into heavy barrels and stored below in the ship’s cargo
hold.
cont. p. 14
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cont. from p. 13
The model of the steam whaler “Orca” built in San Francisco in 1882 specifically for the Pacific and Arctic whale fisheries is shown in the foreground.
By the late 19th century, the Atlantic whale was too scarce due to overhunting, and whaling
had moved almost completely to distant waters to exploit the remaining whales. She had a
steam engine for propulsion, but also featured a full set of auxiliary sails for backup and fuel
conservation. When built, Orca was the largest auxiliary steam whaler in the United States.
Her heavy timbers and bow shape allowed her to be driven up onto the Arctic ice pack, where
its weight helped to break through. Orca’s propeller had two blades so it could be aligned vertically with the stern timbers when not in use in order to protect it from the ice.
The California Gold Rush and the
development of clipper ships coincided, and the exhibit features a
model of the extreme clipper ship
“Challenge” built in New York.
At her launch in May 1851, she
was the largest merchant ship ever built, and it set a few speed
records over the course of its
working life. Throughout its life,
crew mutinies, widespread illnesses, frequent dismastings, leaks,
and other events cemented the
bad reputation of this vessel until
she finally sank off the Brittany
coast in 1877.

The “RMS Mauretania” was a British ocean liner owned by the Cunard Steamship Company.
Designed to be fast and luxurious, the vessel was launched in 1907, and began its first transatlantic voyage on November 16. The Mauretania set a world record in 1907, arriving in New
York from Europe in five days, five hours, and ten minutes.
In June 1909 she made the Atlantic crossing in four days, 17 hours, and 21 minutes. This was
the fastest time ever recorded, and the Mauretania was awarded the Blue Riband prize, a record that stood for 20 years.
During World War I, the British Admiralty called on the Mauretania to serve as an armed cruiser and hospital ship. After the War, she continued work as a passenger liner until 1934, steaming back and forth across the Atlantic. President Franklin D. Roosevelt had a special fondness
for the Mauretania and donated this model of the ship to the Smithsonian in 1935.
It is suggested that if any SMSC members ever get the opportunity to visit Washington DC, a
visit to this exhibition should be seriously considered as you won’t be disappointed.
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DACH HALL and “LANDFALL ll”

Report by Tom Wolf
Very rarely can a modeller say that he knows every square inch of the real ship
he is modelling. Dach Hall is one, who as a 19 year old crewed for over 2 years
on a 48ft schooner named Landfall ll as it sailed the Indian Ocean, through Suez,
across the Mediterranean and English Channel and finally across the Atlantic
Ocean in the 1950’s.
In that time there is not much about that vessel that Dach didn’t learn about, and he has related his most riveting story in his book “To Think We’re Doing This For Fun”.
"Landfall II" was a 48' Staysail Schooner "Mavourneen Mary" (later renamed as Landfall II), it
was designed by Edson Schock and built by Boeing Aircraft Co in Vancouver for John V Farrow and Maureen O'Sullivan in 1934 (Mia Farrow's parents).
It was almost a lifetime ambition for Dach to build a model of this ship, but before he started to
build it, he put his hand to building some 1:50
scale Australian warships.
Finally, after a bit of nudging by yours truly, in
2017 he put his mind to his favourite model.
In April 2017, Dach brought along his plans of
Landfall ll that he purchased from Particia Wilbur
at “Mystic Seaport – the Museum of America and
the Sea” to one of our S&T’s and indicated that
Landfall will be built using a plank-on-frame method from the only existing drawings and plans in
existence, assisted by some photos taken by
Dach whilst on board.

At that time Dach was
still contemplating how
he wished to display the
model once completed.
And so, construction
started and the skeletal
frame took shape, and
it turned out to be a
very graceful shape at
that!
The lines of the plans used to make the
cuts are clearly visible in the photos.

Dach brought along the frame to display
and discuss at the meeting at the beginning of August 2017 and indicated that he
was keen to start the planking straight
away.

cont. p. 16
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cont. from p. 15
Sure enough, by
the time of our
EXPO’17, in late
August and only 2
weeks later, the
planking was well
advanced
as
Dach put the model (then “under
construction”) on
display.
The rest of the
planking
was
completed shortly
after that, lots of
rough edges were
smoothed
with
filler and sanding.
Then the decking was installed with the cockpit in place.

After giving it a lot of thought, Dach decided to give the model on display the authentic feel of a
scene from his book, an incident when a swordfish punctured the hull of the ship, and but for
the fact that the “sword” broke off and plugged the hole the voyage would have come to an
end shortly after he joined as a crewman. So, he decided to display the ship in the trough of a
50ft swell with 20 knot winds in the Indian Ocean with the swordfish about to
make its attack.

cont. p. 17
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cont. from p. 16
With careful attention to detail, the model’s deck
was finished and all deck furniture set in place
(including a compass that actually works!),
masts an spar set and the model was just about
ready to be for the billowing sails that Dach
wanted to create.
The detail is exact even to the 48 state Star &
Stripes applicable for 1954, which needed quite
some searching for!
At the October 2017 S&T, issues as to pinstriping were raised and Dach was offered a small
strip of Sky Blue Pinstripe which Dach gratefully
snapped up immediately.
The next problem to be solved was to find a way to
cut the scuppers uniformly.
Dach received suggestions from the members attending the S&T that an 8mm aluminium template
be made to fit on the outside, so when drilling in the
outside strips of timber will not split or break away
from the face.
Dach was most pleased with this suggestion which
worked perfectly.
Dach was finally able to show his model with masts
and spars at the Endeavour Group S&T in November 2017.
At that time methods of rigging the model were discussed and it was suggested that Dach use wire
fishing trace for the standing rigging on the masts

cont. p. 18
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cont. from p. 17
. It was also at this meeting that Dach’s recounted the story of the swordfish that holed the
original boat and how they had assistance from the Indian Navy in Cochin to repair the hole .
Then everything went into holiday mode and Dach didn’t resume with the model until well into
the New Year, but not even a very severe fall to his dominant right arm suffered while this octogenarian tried to chase down a bus could stop him from developing the sails to be used.
He carefully cut the sails to shape
and then worked out how to have
them billowing realistically as if in a
20 knot breeze, we all know how
difficult this can be to achieve and
there are many methods.
Dach was given suggestions by
everybody AND ALL SUGGESTIONS WERE DIFFERENT!!
After some experimentation with
many methods, Dach hit on how to
do it and finally, Dach astounded
those members who attended the
S&T in early August with what
looked like a crude beach model of
a yacht,.
It turned out to be a
stand or jig to make the
sails to be “billowing” for
his model, and Dach said
he would try hair spray to
set and hold the curves
once set.
And then, just 2 weeks
later Dach came along to
our EXPO 2018 with
Landfall ll in its diorama
of swell, 20 knot winds
and the swordfish AND
TOOK OUT ONE OF
THE
PEOPLES’
CHOICE AWARDS!!
This is what the completed model at the scale of
1:24 looks like:
Great credit to Dach and
our heartfelt congratulations. I feel sure that
Dach will also give credit
to the members of SMSC
who
assisted
him
throughout this project,

A JOB WELL
DONE!!
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Why is there an Australian Submarine
on display in an inland country town?

Report by Tom Wolf
Holbrook is a small inland town in Southern New South Wales, Australia, about
500km S-W of Sydney and about 400km N-E of Melbourne. The area was originally inhabited
by the Wiradjuri people and is now renowned for local produce.
The town was originally called Ten Mile Creek but by 1858 the name had evolved into the official name of Germanton. During World War I, the town name was deemed unpatriotic so on 24
August 1915 the town was renamed Holbrook in honour of Lt. Norman Douglas Holbrook, a
decorated wartime British submarine captain of “HMS B11” and a winner of the Victoria Cross.
It is interesting to note that the British captain of a submarine was awarded the Victoria Cross,
but despite incredible feats of courage no member of the Royal Australian Navy has ever been
awarded this honour.
To honour the town's namesake, the town
council acquired all of the outside casing of
HMAS Otway above the waterline after it
was decommissioned by the RAN in 1995,
and the Navy gifted the fin from the submarine to the town. Most of the funds raised to
enable the purchase were a gift from Lt
Holbrook's widow, Gundula Holbrook.
The casing and the fin are now displayed in
the heart of town, it is all that remains of the
6 Australian Oberon Class submarines
(OXLEY, OTWAY, OVENS, ONSLOW, ORION and OTAMA in service between 1965
and 2000), the rest were sold for scrap.

Plans for modelling the Oberon Class
submarines are readily available for
purchase from the Royal Australian
Navy, I was fortunate enough to receive a set of plans for one of my birthdays from a friend …

which I then utilised to make a
model of HMAS Orion.
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EARLY EXPLORATION IN
AUSTRALIA: An introduction

Report by Tom Wolf
By the late 16th Century, the newly formed Dutch nation, the United Provinces, was
already by far the most successful shipping nation in Europe. They owned far more ships than
any other nation. England had only about one-eighth the number of ships of the Dutch.
There were a number of reasons for the Dutch success. The new nation was ruled more by
merchants than the aristocracy and many ships were owned and operated by cooperatives or
partnerships.
Further, modern systems of credit, insurance, and trade were developed in Amsterdam, and
the Dutch East Indies Company (VOC) was set up to coordinate the activities of several Dutch
companies competing in the Spice Trade thereby providing a united opposition to the Portuguese, Spanish and English competitors.
The Company was given the power to wage wars and to make treaties with foreign princes;
powers which no King would give away to merchants, and was granted a monopoly on trade to
the Spice Islands by the Dutch government.
The VOC became the largest corporation in world administered from its headquarters in Amsterdam. Not only did it monopolise the spice trade to Europe, but it took over much of the
shipping in Asia. VOC ships sometimes sighted the Australian coast on their way to Java and
voyages of discovery to Australia and New Zealand were made by VOC ships during the 17th
century.
For the sake of historical accuracy it has to be stated that it is possible that navigators from
other countries such as Portugal and China predated the Dutch, as can be seen by earlier
charts which seem to show sections of the top end of Australia before 1606, but the lack of
verifiable records mean they remain unconfirmed at this time.
The first Dutch recorded discovery of Australia
In 1606 the small Dutch East India Company (VOC) ship “Duyfken”, under the command of
Willem Janszoon (sometimes referred to as “Jansz”), sailed from the Dutch East Indies
(Indonesia) in search of gold and trade opportunities on the fabled island of Nova Guinea. During that journey “Duyfken” ventured south-east. Whilst exploring and charting part of the coast
of Nova Guinea they did not find gold, but they did find the northern coast of the huge continent of Australia, making landfall at Cape York Peninsula.
Captain Willem Janszoon was the first European to map and record Australia in history so
“Duyfken's” voyage marks the beginning of Australia's recorded history. For
the first time, all the inhabited continents of the world were discovered to
the European science of geography.
The “Duyfken” was built about 1595 in
the Netherlands. It was a fast, lightlyarmed ship probably intended for small
valuable cargoes or privateering. She
was involved in the Dutch victory over
the Portuguese fleet off Java which
turned out to be a turning point in history, as the undisputed dominance of the
Iberians (Portuguese and Spanish) in
the spice trade to Europe came to be
over. In fact, despite her size, the
“Duyfken” was involved in many sea
battles during her career.
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More Dutch contact with Australia
After this a series of Dutch navigators made landfall, in
1616 Dutch navigator Dirk Hartog in “Eendracht” made
landfall on Dirk Hartog Island in Shark Bay, Western Australia. His arrival is documented by a pewter plate that was
nailed to a post, subsequently discovered almost 100
years later. The plate is now exhibited in the Rijksmuseum
in Amsterdam.
The first record of Australia
being an inhabited land was by
Willem Janszoon in 1618 on
board
the
VOC
ship
“Mauritius”, who after landing on an island, wrote in a letter how he
saw footprints in the sand.
In 1623, commissioned by the VOC, Jan Carstensz in the ship
“Pera” together with the ship “Arnhem” lead an expedition to the
southern coast of New Guinea and beyond, to follow up the reports
of land sighted further south in the 1606 voyages of Willem
Janszoon in “Duyfken”. After travelling along the south coast of
New Guinea, he headed south to Cape York Peninsula and the
Gulf of Carpentaria. On 14 April 1623, landing in search of fresh
water, Carstensz encountered a party of the local indigenous Australian inhabitants who were described as "poor and miserable looking people" who had "no
knowledge of precious metals or spices".
On 8 May 1623, Carstensz and his crew fought a skirmish with 200 Aborigines at the mouth of a small river
near Cape Duyfken (named after the vessel which had
earlier visited the region), the first battle between Europeans and the indigenous inhabitants. Carstensz
named the Gulf of Carpentaria in honour of Pieter de
Carpentier (the then Governor-General of the Dutch
East Indies). Carstensz reached the Staaten River before heading north again. The “Pera” and Carstensz
returned to the Dutch East Indies, while the “Arnhem”
crossed the Gulf of Carpentaria, sighting the east
coast of Arnhem Land.
The most notorious Dutch landing was that of the
crew and passengers of the Dutch ship “Batavia”
which was shipwrecked on Australia's west coast near
Geraldton in 1629. This well known event resulted in
mass murder and the terrible massacre among the
crew and passengers and resulted in the first hangings of Europeans on Australian soil.
The last explorer to be mentioned in this article
(simply because landings became very common) was
Abel Tasman, who made landfall in Blackman Bay
(now a beachside suburb of Hobart, Tasmania) and
planted a flag there on 3 December 1642 but made no
claim for Dutch sovereignty.
The first British recorded arrival in Australia
The first Britons to made landfall on Australian soil were some of the crew of the shipwrecked
British East India Company ship “Tryall” under the command of Captain John Brooke.
cont. p. 22
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Through poor navigational errors and decisions, the “Tryall”
was wrecked on an island just off the west coast now known
as Tryall Rocks) on 25 May 1622.
Ninety-three men drowned, though the captain and 46 others escaped in two small boats. Thirty-six of the men spent
a number of nights living on the continent of Australia before
successfully sailing their longboat back to Batavia (now Java, Indonesia). They were the first Europeans on record to
have verifiably lived on Australian soil.
In 1699, ninety-three years after the first Dutch landfall, British navigator, buccaneer, pirate, adventurer, writer and publisher William Dampier made landfall.
It is worth documenting as he was the first British man to safely make
land (not shipwrecked) on the continent.
He was also the first to chart nearby sea currents; the first to write and
publish a book on his exploits (A Voyage to New Holland); the first to
verifiably describe and have sketches made of the native flora and fauna; and the first to have verifiable quality communications with the indigenous people. Dampier was the first to describe an unknown kangaroo species, which he
described as 'a jumping raccoon'.
The last notable person who will be noted in this article as having made landfall was Lt.
James Cook in “HMB Endeavour”, however his landing
was 173 years after the first verifiable discovery and after at least 50 other navigators from numerous nations
had done so.
Cook was the first to claim a large section of the east
coast of Australia for the British Empire as terra nullius
('no one's land') as if it was an uninhabited land, an act
that has caused deep division in Australia.
The claim for British sovereignty and ownership did
however lead to the establishment of the British Colony
of New South Wales and the setting up of Australia as a penal colony.
Cook also charted a large section of the coast and named numerous natural features along
Australia’s eastern coast.
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SS WARRIMOO

Report by Tom Wolf
As editor of Chatterbox I am often sent interesting stories for publication. And so I
received a story about SS Warrimoo
However, on researching the story for authenticity some doubts came to light. Nevertheless, and if nothing else to put the story to bed, this is the result of my research:
SS Warrimoo was an Australian/
New Zealand passenger ship,
launched in 1892.
The fiction:
The story is that the ship allegedly crossed the intersection of the
International Date Line and the
Equator precisely at the turn of
the year from 1899 to 1900 on 31
December 1899 at midnight under the captaincy of Captain John
Phillips.
This supposedly resulted in the
bow of the ship being in the
southern hemisphere in the summer on 1 January 1900, with the
stern being in the northern hemi-

sphere in winter on 31 December 1899.
The ship was therefore at once within two different seasons, in two different hemispheres, on
two different days, in two different months, in two different years and two different centuries.
The story circulated as early as 1942, and was popularized by John Euller in the magazine
Ships and the Sea in 1953, but it is generally believed that this story is fictitious as a contemporary newspaper report states that the Warrimoo crossed the Equator on its way from Vancouver to Brisbane on December 30 1899 and the story , if it were true and due to its incredible claims, would have become notorious prior to 1942. Rather, the newspapers of the day
merely reported that SS Warrimoo arrived in Australia on January 6, 1900.
The facts:
Whatever may have been the events
of 1899/1900, in 1914 SS Warrimoo
was given the role of a troop ship and
in 1915 delivered the first New Zealand (Māori) Pioneer Battalion to
Egypt on their way to eventual deployment at Gallipoli and later on the
Western Front in France, in both campaigns being part of the ANZAC forces.
On 17 May 1918, as part of a convoy
from Bizerta to Marseille it collided
with the French warship Catapulte.
During the collision the warship's
depth charges became dislodged and
detonated in the water causing ruptures to the Warrimoo and Catapulte.
Both ships were lost along with several lives
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TACKING POINT LIGHTHOUSE,
PORT MACQUARIE

Report by Tom Wolf
Constructed in 1879, Tacking Point Lighthouse is built along a rocky coast that
saw 20 shipwrecks between 1800 and
1879.
The lighthouse was a necessity that
stands as a monument to the ingenious
colonial architect James Barnet.
The lighthouse is located in the picturesque coastal town of Port Macquarie,
and sits atop a rocky headland with stun-

ning panoramic views along Australia’s
Mid-North Coast.
Tacking Point was named by explorer
Matthew Flinders in 1802 during his
1802–1803 circumnavigation of Australia.
The lighthouse was built of cementrendered bricks and only needed to be
8 metres high due to the elevation of the
site.
In 1919, the light was converted from
wick oil light to automatic acetylene operation, and was de-manned in 1920.
The light was converted to mains electricity in 1974.

LARBOARD?

Report by Tom Wolf
Have you read books (including many fairly recently written and published ones) and
come across the word “larboard”?
“Larboard” is an archaic nautical term to describe the left side of a ship, looking
from the stern forward to the bow; ie, the port side.
Before a centralised rudder came to be norm in boats,
they were steered by a steering oar, and as most sailors were right handed, so the steering oar was placed
over or through the right side of the stern. Sailors began calling the right side the steering side, which soon
became "starboard" derived from the Old English
“steorbord”, meaning the side on which the ship is
steered.
Whenever they tied up at a wharf, to save entangling
and damaging the steering oar, the ship would be tied
up so that the unencumbered left side of the ship was
tied up to the wharf and it came to be known as
“larboard” (derived from the Middle English “ladebord”; where the term “lade” is related to the
modern word “load ").
Over time,” larboard”, too easily confused with “starboard”, was replaced with the word “port”.
After all, this was the side that faced the port, allowing supplies to be ported aboard by porters
In 1844 the Royal Navy finally ordered that the word “port” be used instead, but “larboard” continued to be used well into the 1850s by whalers.
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